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Abstract
The band structures of 68,70Ge, 128,130,132,134Ce and 132,134,136,138Nd are investigated
using the triaxial projected shell model (TPSM) approach. These nuclei depict fork-
ing of the ground-state band into several s-bands and in some cases, both the lowest
two observed s-bands depict neutron or proton character. It was discussed in our
earlier work that this anamoluos behaviour can be explained by considering γ-bands
based on two-quasiparticle configurations. As the parent band and the γ-band built
on it have the same intrinsic structure, g-factors of the two bands are expected to be
similar. In the present work, we have undertaken a detailed investigation of g-factors
for the excited band structures of the studied nuclei and the available data for a
few high-spin states are shown to be in fair agreement with the predicted values.
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1 Introduction
The wealth of high quality data obtained from high-spin nuclear spectroscopic
studies have provided invaluable information on the nature of the nuclear
many-body system [1,2,3]. The rotation of triaxial nuclei is of topical interest
because of the richness of the band structures plausible in these nuclei. The
interplay of the rotational and the vibrational motions of the triaxial core with
the gyromagnetic motion of the valance particles generates a wide variety of
nuclear excitation modes [4,5,6,7,8,9]. A number of phenomena like signature
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splitting, gamma bands, forking of the ground band at intermediate spin,
chiral rotation and wobbling mode are related to the triaxial nuclear mode
[10,11,12,13].
A major challenge in nuclear theory is to provide a microscopic and a uni-
fied description of the collective and single-particle modes of excitations in
triaxial nuclei. Recently, it has been demonstrated that microscopic approach
of triaxial projected shell model (TPSM) provides an excellent description
of various phenomena observed in the triaxial nuclei [14]. For instance, the
forking of the ground state band observed in some isotopes of Ge, Ce and Nd
have been explained by comparing the measured level schemes with calculated
spectrum, obtained using the TPSM approach [11,15]. It was demonstrated
that the anamolous behaviour of forking could be explained by constructing
quasiparticle band structures from a triaxial mean-field potential. It has been
shown that γ-bands are built on each quasiparticle state as for the ground-
state configuration and the second observed two-quasiparticle aligned band
is the γ-band based on the two-quasiparticle aligned state in some nuclei
[16,17,18,19,20]. Since the parent band and the γ-band built on it have the
same intrinsic structure, the observed two s-bands should have similar prop-
erties.
In order to probe the intrinsic properties of the aforementioned excited struc-
tures, g-factors need to be evaluated that can be compared with the measured
values. The purpose of the present work is to systematically evaluate the g-
factors of the excited band structures. The present work is organised in the
following manner. In the next section, the TPSM approach is briefly described
for completeness and the emphasis shall be on the evaluation of the electro-
magnetic properties. The results of the TPSM calculations are presented and
discussed in section III and finally the present work is summarised in section
IV.
2 Triaxial projected shell model approach
TPSM approach has been demonstrated to correlate the high-spin properties
of transitional nuclei quite well. The advantage of this model is that com-
putational requirements are quite minimal and a systematic study of a large
number of nuclei can be performed in a reasonable time frame. The model em-
ploys the deformed intrinsic states of the triaxial Nilsson potential as the basis
configurations. These constitutes an optimal basis set for a deformed system
and a small subset of these states is needed to have a satisfactory descrip-
tion of the near-yrast spectroscopic properties. Since the deformed basis are
defined in the intrinsic frame of reference and don’t have well defined angular-
momentum, these basis are projected onto states with well defined angular-
2
momentum using the angular-momentum projection technique [21,22,23]. The
three dimensional angular-momentum projection operator is given by
Pˆ IMK =
2I + 1
8π2
∫
dΩDIMK(Ω) Rˆ(Ω), (1)
with the rotation operator
Rˆ(Ω) = e−iαJˆze−iβJˆye−iγJˆz . (2)
Here, ′′Ω′′ represents a set of Euler angles (α, γ = [0, 2π], β = [0, π]) and
the Jˆ
′s are angular-momentum operators. The projected basis states for the
even-even system are composed of vacuum, two-proton, two-neutron and two-
proton plus two-neutron configurations, i.e.,
{Pˆ IMK |Φ〉 , Pˆ IMK a†p1a†p2 |Φ〉 , Pˆ IMK a†n1a†n2 |Φ〉 ,
Pˆ IMK a
†
p1
a†p2a
†
n1
a†n2 |Φ〉}, (3)
where |Φ〉 in (3) represents the triaxial qp vacuum state. In majority of the
nuclei, near-yrast spectroscopy, up to I=20 is well described using the above
basis space as one expects two-protons to align after two-neutrons rather than
four-neutrons considering the blocking argument. However, we would like to
add that this may not be the case for all the nuclei and there are indications
that four-neutron states may become important in the description of high-spin
states in some rare-earth region nuclei [24,25].
TPSM calculations are performed in three stages. In the first stage, triaxial ba-
sis are generated by solving the triaxially deformed Nilsson potential with the
deformation parameters of ǫ and ǫ′. In the second stage, the intrinsic basis are
projected onto good angular-momentum states using the three-dimensional
angular-momentum projection operator. In the third and final stage, the pro-
jected basis are used to diagonalise the shell model Hamiltonian. The model
Hamiltonian consists of pairing and quadrupole-quadrupole interaction terms
[26], i.e.,
Hˆ = Hˆ0 − 1
2
χ
∑
µ
Qˆ†µQˆµ −GM Pˆ †Pˆ −GQ
∑
µ
Pˆ †µPˆµ. (4)
The corresponding triaxial Nilsson Hamiltonian, which is used to generate the
triaxially-deformed mean-field basis can be obtained by using the Hartree-
Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) approximation, is given by
HˆN = Hˆ0 − 2
3
~ω
{
ǫQˆ0 + ǫ
′ Qˆ+2 + Qˆ−2√
2
}
. (5)
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In the above equation, Hˆ0 is the spherical single-particle Nilsson Hamiltonian
[27]. The monopole pairing strength GM is of the standard form
GM = (G1 ∓G2N − Z
A
)
1
A
(MeV ), (6)
where the minus (plus) sign applies to neutrons (protons). In the present
calculation, we choose G1 and G2 such that the calculated gap parameters
reproduce the experimental mass differences. The values G1 and G2, choosen
in the present work, are G1 = 20.82 and G2 = 13.58 and are consistent with
our earlier investigations [11,15,28,29,30,31,32,33,34].
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) is diagonalized using the projected basis of Eq.
(3). The wave-functions obtained from the diagonalization are then used to
evaluate the electromagnetic transition probabilities. The g-factor g(σ, I) is,
generally, defined as
g(σ, I) =
µ(σ, I)
µNI
= gpi(σ, I) + gν(σ, I), (7)
with µ(σ, I) being the magnetic moment of a state (σ, I). gτ (σ, I), τ = π or ν,
is given by
gτ (σ, I) =
1
µNI
〈ΨσII |µˆτz |ΨσII〉
=
1
µN
√
I(I + 1)
〈ΨσI ||µˆτ ||ΨσI 〉
=
1
µN
√
I(I + 1)
(
gτl 〈ΨσI ||jˆτ ||ΨσI 〉+ (gτs − gτl )〈ΨσI ||sˆτ ||ΨσI 〉
)
. (8)
In our calculations, the following standard values for gl and gs [1] have been
taken: gpil = 1, g
ν
l = 0, g
pi
s = 5.586, and g
ν
s = −3.826 with an attenuation factor
of 0.75 for the spin components. In the angular-momentum projection theory,
the reduced matrix element for mˆ (with mˆ being either jˆ or sˆ) can be explicitly
expressed as [35]
〈 ΨσI ||mˆτ ||ΨσI 〉
=
∑
Ki,Kf
fσIKif
σ
IKf
∑
Mi,Mf ,M
(−)I−Mf

 I 1 I
−Mf M Mi

 〈Φ|Pˆ IKfMf mˆ1M Pˆ IKiMi|Φ〉
=(2I + 1)
∑
Ki,Kf
(−)I−KffσIKifσIKf
4
× ∑
M ′,M ′′

 I 1 I
−Kf M ′ M ′′

∫ dΩDM ′′Ki(Ω)〈Φ|mˆ1M ′Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉. (9)
We finally obtain
gτ (σ, I) =
1
µN(I + 1)
∑
Ki,Kf
fσIKif
σ
IKf
∑
M ′,M ′′
〈IM ′′1M ′|IKf〉
×
∫
dΩDM ′′Ki(Ω)〈Φ|mˆ1M ′Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉. (10)
Table 1
Axial and non-axial quadrupole deformation values, ǫ and ǫ′ employed in the TPSM
calculation for Ge, Ce and Nd nuclei. Axial deformations ǫ have been considered
from [36] for 68,70Ge nuclei, and from [37] for 128,130,132,134Ce and 132,134,136,138Nd
nuclei. The nonaxial values (ǫ′) are chosen in such a way that band heads of the
γ-bands are reproduced. The γ deformation is related to the above two parameters
through γ = tan−1(ǫ′/ǫ).
A ǫ ǫ′ γ A ǫ ǫ′ γ
68Ge 0.220 0.160 36 70Ge 0.235 0.145 31
128Ce 0.250 0.120 26 132Nd 0.267 0.120 24
130Ce 0.225 0.120 28 134Nd 0.200 0.120 31
132Ce 0.183 0.100 29 136Nd 0.158 0.110 35
134Ce 0.150 0.100 34 138Nd 0.170 0.110 33
3 Results and Discussion
In the present work, a detailed TPSM study has been performed for 68Ge,
70Ge, 128Ce, 130Ce, 132Ce, 134Ce, 132Nd, 134Nd, 136Nd and 138Nd. TPSM basis
configurations are constructed by solving triaxial Nilsson potential with the
deformation values depicted in Table 1. As discussed in the previous section,
since Nilsson potential is the mean-field for quadrupole-quadrupole interac-
tion, these deformation values also fix the interaction strength of the two-body
interaction through self-consistency conditions [26]. The deformation values in
Table 1 are same as used in our earlier investigations [11,15].
The obtained band structures of 68Ge and 70Ge, after diagonalization of the
shell model Hamitonian, Eq. 4 are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 along with the
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known experimental data. It is noted in Fig. 1 that the experimental ground-
state band 68Ge forks into three s-bands, labelled as B1, B2 and B3. In the
earlier theoretical analysis using particle-rotor model [38,39], it was predicted
that the lowest s-band is the continuation of the ground-state band and the
other two s-bands are neutron and proton aligned two-quasiparticle struc-
tures. However, experimental study of relative g-factors using transient field
technique indicated that the bandheads (I=8+) of the lowest two s-bands
have both neutron structure [38,39]. It was shown using two-quasiparticle-
plus-interacting boson model that this feature could be explained by consid-
ering multipole interaction terms higher than the quadrupole one [40]. In the
TPSM results, shown on the right panel of Fig. 1, lowest band structures ob-
tained after shell model diagonalisation above spin, I=6 are plotted. It has
been discussed in our earlier publication [15] that band B1 is predominantly
composed of two-neutron aligned configuration with K=1 and band B2 is dom-
inated by two-neutron aligned state, but with K=3. This configuration with
K=3 is the γ-band built on the parent two-neutron aligned state, having K=1.
This interpretion shall be discussed in detail later when presenting the results
on g-factors.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available experi-
mental data for 68Ge. Data is taken from ref. [39].
The second s-band in 70Ge, labelled as band B2 in Fig. 2, was recently popu-
lated [15] and it has been shown using cranked shell model (CSM) approach
that this band could not be attributed to the alignment of two-protons as
crossing of this structure with the ground-state band is expected around
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available experi-
mental data for 70Ge. Data is taken from ref. [15,45].
~ω = 0.9MeV. In the experimental data, both band B1 and B2 cross the
ground-state band at ~ω = 0.5 MeV. In CSM analysis, neutron crossing oc-
curs around this frequency and, therefore, both the bands are expected to
have neutron character. TPSM results indicate [15] that band B2 is the γ-
band based on two-neutron aligned structure and crosses the ground-state
band at the same rotational frequency as that of the parent band B1.
In order to quantify the intrinsic neutron and proton content, g-factors have
been evaluated for the excited band structures. As the single particle neu-
tron and proton gyromagnetic ratios have opposite signs with gn = −1.91
and gp = 2.79, the measurement of g-factors provides information on the pro-
ton/neutron structure of a given state. The calculated g-factors, using the
TPSM wavefunction and the expression, Eq. 7, for 68Ge and 70Ge are dis-
played in Fig. 3 for all the excited band structures of Figs. 1 and 2. Apart
from the total g-factor, individual neutron and proton g-factor, labelled as gn
and gp, and the rigid value of Z/A are also depicted in these figures. First
of all, it is evident from the figure that aside from some minor variation, the
overall behaviour of the g-factors with spin for the two nuclei is very similar.
For band B1 in both nuclei, the total g-factor for spin values up to I=12 is
negative, indicating that this band is dominated by neutron configuration.
This is evident from the wavefunction decomposition of the band structures
of two nuclei plotted in Fig. 4. Band B1 is noted to be dominated by (1, 2n),
which is a two-neutron aligned configuration with K=1 up to I=12. For I=14
and above, it is observed that (2, 2p2n) and (4, 2p2n) configurations, which
are four-quasiparticle states with K=2 and 4, respectively, dominate. Since
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Fig. 3. (Color online) 68,70Ge g-factor with attenuated magnetic charges. The green
line shows Z/A.
one-particle proton g-factor is much larger than the corresponding neutron g-
factor, the total g-factor is positive for the two-proton plus two-neutron state
above I=14 in Fig. 4.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 3 that band B2 has a similar g-factor val-
ues as that of the band B1. The reason for this similarity can be easily in-
ferred from the wavefunction decomposition of band B2 plotted in Fig. 4. This
band is dominated by (3, 2n) configuration, which is the γ-band based on the
two-neutron aligned configuration, (1, 2n). Since the two configurations have
similar intrinsic structure, the g-factors of the two bands are expected to be
similar. This naturally explains why the observed gyromagnetic ratios of the
I=8 states of bands B1 and B2 in 68Ge have similar g-factors. In the earlier
work, higher multipole interaction in the particle-rotor model picture was in-
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Probability of various projected K-configurations in the wave-
functions of the excited bands in 68,70Ge. For clarity, only the lowest projected
K-configurations in the wavefunctions of bands are shown and in the numerical
calculations, projection has been performed from more than forty intrinsic states.
voked [40] to explain this apparent anomally. It is not clear, at this stage, how
this can be related to the results obtained in the present work. The experimen-
tal g-factors for I=8 states of the bands B1 and B2 are also plotted in Fig. 3
for 68Ge. For band B1, the measured value is about g=0.1 [40], which indi-
cates that the state has neutron character and the TPSM calculations predict
neutron character for the state with g = -0.26. For band B2, both measured
and the calculated g-factors are negative and have similar values.
The total g-factors of Bands B3 and B4 in Fig. 3 for both nuclei are positive,
indicating that proton component is dominant for these band structures. This
is evident from the wavefunction plot of Fig. 4 with band B3 dominated by
(1, 2p) component, which is a proton aligned configuration with K=1. The g-
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available experi-
mental data for 130Ce. Data is taken from ref. [47].
factors of band B4 are similar as that of band B3 and from the wavefunction
analysis, it is noted that band B4 is dominated by (3, 2p), which is a γ-band
built on (1, 2p) aligned state. Band B5 for both the nuclei has a larger compo-
nent of (3, 2n) configuration, but there are also significant other contributions.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available experi-
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This mixing of various components leads to almost vanishing of the total g-
factor for this particular band structure, except for high spin states from I=17
to 19 in 68Ge.
For Ce and Nd isotopes around A∼130, forking of the ground-state into s-
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available experi-
mental data for 132Nd. Data is taken from ref. [50].
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available exper-
imental data for 134Nd. Data is taken from ref. [51].
bands has been observed [41,42] and in the present work we have evaluated g-
factors for these band structures. It has been demonstrated in our earlier work
[11] that in some of these nuclei, γ-bands built on two-quasiparticle structure
becomes favoured in energy as for Ge-isotopes studied above. This lowering of
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available exper-
imental data for 136Nd. Data is taken from ref. [52].
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Comparison of the calculated energies with available exper-
imental data for 138Nd. Data is taken from ref. [53].
the γ-band was proposed to be the reason for observation of the g-factors of
the band heads of the two s-bands with the same sign [11]. However, g-factors
were not evaluated in our previous work and in the following g-factors shall
be presented for lowest s-band structures as has been done for Ge isotopes.
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Fig. 13. (Color online) 128,130Ce g-factor with attenuated magnetic charges. The
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For completeness, we shall first discuss the comparison between the observed
and the TPSM calculated band structures of these nuclei before presenting the
g-factors. The band structures for 128Ce, 130Ce, 132Ce and 134Ce are displayed in
Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. For all studied isotopes of Ce, multiple s-band structures are
predicted and only for 132Ce and 134Ce, two s-band structures are observed and
it is noted from these figures that observed energies are reproduced reasonably
well by TPSM calculations. Also, TPSM calculated band structures for 132Nd,
134Nd, 136Nd and 138Nd are presented in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12. The band
structures show similiar behaviour as that of Ce-isotopes and are reproduced
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Fig. 14. (Color online) Probability of various projected K-configurations in the wave-
functions of the observed bands for 128,130Ce. For clarity, only the lowest projected
K-configurations in the wavefunctions of bands are shown and in the numerical
calculations, projection has been performed from more than forty intrinsic states.
quite well by the calculations.
The calculated TPSM energies for all the isotopes studied in the present work
are also displayed as numbers in Table 2 so that other quantities of interest,
for instance, the alignments and moments of inertia, can be calculated and
compared with other model predictions.
TPSM calculated g-factors for the 128Ce and 132Ce are plotted in Fig. 13 along
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Fig. 15. (Color online) 132,134Ce g-factor with attenuated magnetic charges. The
green line shows Z/A.
with the rigid value of Z/A. The behaviour of the g-factors for 128Ce and
130Ce is quite similar and can be easily understood from the corresponding
wavefunction plot of Fig. 14. It is noted from this figure that band B1 is
dominated by two-proton aligned configuration, (1, 2p) and the corresponding
total g-factor in Fig. 13 is positive. On the other hand, band B2 has dominant
component of (1, 2n), which is a two-neutron aligned configuration, and the
corresponding g-factor is negative in Fig. 13. As already explained earlier, the
one-particle g-factor for proton is quite large as compared to the corresponding
neutron g-factor, a small proton component in the wavefuction makes the total
g-factor skewed towards positive values. Therefore, the total g-factor for band
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Fig. 16. (Color online) Probability of various projected K-configurations in the wave-
functions of the observed bands for 132,134Ce. For clarity, only the lowest projected
K-configurations in the wavefunctions of bands are shown and in the numerical
calculations, projection has been performed from more than forty intrinsic states.
B2 in Fig. 13, close to zero for spin values of I=10 and 12, indicates that this
band, for these spin values, is dominated by neutron configuration. For high-
spin states, band B2 is dominated by four-quasiparticle configurations and the
total g-factor tends to approach large positive values. Band B3 in Fig. 14 is
dominated by two-proton aligned states of (1, 2p) and (3, 2p) for 128Ce and
130Ce, respectively and consequently g-factors in Fig. 13 have large positive
values. For bands B4 and B5, the wavefunctions in Fig. 14 are highly mixed
and the g-factors tend to be slightly positive. However, for high-spin states,
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Fig. 17. (Color online) 132,134Nd g-factor with attenuated magnetic charges. The
green line shows Z/A.
the wavefunction is dominated by four-quasiparticle configurations and the
g-factors acquire large positive values.
TPSM calculated g-factors for 132Ce and 134Ce are displayed in Fig. 15 along
with the rigid value of Z/A and the corresponding wavefunctions are displayed
in Fig. 16. For band B1, the total g-factors in Fig. 15 are negative for the
low-spin states as the wavefunction for this band is dominated by the neutron
aligned configuration, (1, 2n). There is a major difference in the wavefunctions
of the band B2 for two nuclei. In 132Ce, band B2 is dominated by the aligned
two-proton state, (1, 2p), whereas in 134Ce this band is dominated by (3, 2n),
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functions of the observed bands for 132,134Nd. For clarity, only the lowest projected
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calculations, projection has been performed from more than forty intrinsic states.
which is the γ-band based on two-neutron aligned configuration. This results
into positive and negative g-factors of band B2 in two nuclei for low-spin
states in Fig. 15. Therefore, for 132Ce the two observed s-bands are expected to
have opposite g-factors and for 134Ce, both the s-bands should have negative
g-factors as the two bands have same intrinsic neutron configuration. As a
matter of the fact, this is confirmed by the experimental work performed in
[44] and the observed values are plotted in Fig. 15. Both the measured g-factors
of the I=10 states of the two s-bands being negative was an unresolved issue.
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Fig. 19. (Color online) 136,138Nd g-factor with attenuated magnetic charges. The
green line shows Z/A.
It was explained in our earlier publication and now backed up with numbers,
that band B2 in 134Ce has the same intrinsic configuration as that of band B1.
The only difference is that band B2 is the γ-band based on band B1.
In Fig. 16, band B3 in 132Ce and 134Ce are dominated by (3, 2p) and (1, 2p)
configurations, respectively. Since both these are proton configurations, the
g-factors for this band are positive in Fig. 15. The wavefunctions for bands
B4 and B5 in Fig. 16 are highly mixed for two nuclei and the corresponding
g-factors also reflect this mixing.
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Fig. 20. (Color online) Probability of various projected K-configurations in the wave-
functions of the observed bands for 136,138Nd. For clarity, only the lowest projected
K-configurations in the wavefunctions of bands are shown and in the numerical
calculations, projection has been performed from more than forty intrinsic states.
The g-factors for 132Nd and 134Nd are shown in Fig. 17 along with the rigid
value of Z/A and the corresponding wavefunctions are depicted in Fig. 18.
The g-factors for band B1 in both the nuclei are positive as the wavefunction
has the dominant proton aligned configuration, (1, 2p). Band B2, on the other
hand, is dominated by the neutron aligned configuration, (1, 2n) for low-spin
values and, therefore, corresponding g-factors are negative for these spin val-
ues. For high-spin states, four-quasiparticle configurations become important
and consequently g-factors tend to acquire positive values with increasing spin.
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Band B3 for both the nuclei is mostly composed of (3, 2p) and, therefore, the
g-factors are positive for this band structure. As is evident from Fig. 17 that
bands B4 and B5 are highly mixed with the consequence that g-factors are
between neutron and proton maximal values.
The results for 136Nd and 138Nd are plotted in Figs. 19 and 20 along with the
rigid value of Z/A. It is interesting to note from Fig.19 that g-factors for the
lowest two bands, B1 and B2, for both the nuclei are positive. The reason for
this is evident from the wavefunction decomposition in Fig. 20 with the two
bands dominated by (1, 2p) and (3, 2p), respectively. This result is opposite to
that obtained for 134Ce, where lowest two bands have neutron configurations
dominant. The experimental values available for the I=10 state in bands B1
and B2 for 136Nd are also positive and in good agreement with the calculated
values. Bands B3 and B4 in Fig. 19 have negative g-factors for low-spin states
as these bands have dominant two-neutron aligned configurations. Band B5 is
highly mixed with the g-factors in Fig. 19 depicting intermediate behaviour for
some spin values. For completeness, the attenuated g-factors for the ground-
state bands of all the nuclei studied in the present work are provided in Table
3.
Table 2: TPSM calculated energies for g-band and excited band structures of
68,70Ge, 128,130,132,134Ce, and 132,134,136,138Nd isotopes.
68Ge
I(~) g-band I(~) B1 B2 B3 B4 I(~) B5
0 0.0 8 4.535 5.098 5.691 5.865 9 5.343
2 0.905 10 5.497 6.323 6.689 6.932 11 6.397
4 2.170 12 6.811 7.549 8.189 8.342 13 7.887
6 3.511 14 8.404 8.634 9.428 9.743 15 9.442
16 9.881 10.231 10.655 11.254 17 11.239
18 11.254 12.354 12.788 12.993 19 12.880
20 12.986 14.086 15.016 15.121
70Ge
0 0.0 8 3.854 4.708 4.898 5.332 9 4.817
2 0.980 10 5.046 5.571 5.823 6.383 11 6.034
4 1.996 12 6.583 6.738 7.238 7.538 13 7.284
6 3.199 14 7.796 7.905 8.455 8.895 15 8.592
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Table 2 – Continued from previous page
16 9.097 9.360 9.841 10.241 17 9.897
18 10.221 10.558 11.221 11.721 19 11.408
20 11.587 12.034 12.532 13.322
128Ce
0 0.0 10 2.515 2.871 3.407 3.667 9 2.791
2 0.234 12 3.072 3.547 3.851 4.229 11 3.367
4 0.566 14 3.697 4.330 4.621 4.883 13 4.086
6 1.122 16 4.457 5.169 5.389 5.566 15 4.893
8 1.806 18 5.316 5.975 6.182 6.334 17 5.735
20 6.218 6.615 6.977 7.097 19 6.378
130Ce
0 0.0 10 2.728 2.975 3.500 3.606 9 2.775
2 0.213 12 3.224 3.707 3.999 4.329 11 3.507
4 0.646 14 3.882 4.436 4.675 4.901 13 4.236
6 1.258 16 4.693 5.308 5.410 5.573 15 5.008
8 2.008 18 5.611 5.997 6.249 6.438 17 5.797
20 6.533 6.842 7.089 7.284 19 6.642
132Ce
0 0.0 10 2.988 3.408 4.002 4.067 9 2.788
2 0.250 12 3.915 3.733 5.006 4.531 11 3.715
4 0.740 14 4.774 4.417 5.754 5.178 13 4.574
6 1.416 16 5.718 5.191 6.331 5.966 15 5.418
8 2.195 18 6.582 6.019 7.193 6.934 17 6.383
20 7.521 6.877 8.323 7.997 19 7.321
134Ce
0 0.0 10 3.361 3.801 4.378 4.398 9 3.517
2 0.360 12 3.998 4.357 4.929 5.227 11 4.029
4 0.983 14 4.801 5.130 5.588 5.937 13 4.788
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6 1.749 16 5.780 5.943 6.215 6.710 15 5.615
8 2.567 18 6.566 6.945 7.250 7.595 17 6.505
20 7.521 8.023 8.428 8.696 19 7.502
132Nd
0 0.0 10 2.414 2.743 3.404 3.597 9 2.543
2 0.156 12 3.017 3.404 3.923 4.329 11 3.204
4 0.504 14 3.630 4.302 4.594 5.022 13 4.102
6 1.018 16 4.400 5.204 5.529 5.641 15 5.004
8 1.670 18 5.312 6.046 6.226 6.465 17 5.846
20 6.341 6.831 7.111 7.331 19 6.531
134Nd
0 0.0 10 2.809 2.971 3.595 3.833 9 2.714
2 0.216 12 3.349 3.660 4.073 4.655 11 3.461
4 0.662 14 4.035 4.433 4.809 5.433 13 4.233
6 1.294 16 4.827 5.265 5.673 6.024 15 5.065
8 2.047 18 5.661 6.172 6.618 7.044 17 6.017
20 6.526 7.214 7.694 8.108 19 7.014
136Nd
0 0.0 10 3.128 3.403 3.770 4.295 9 3.203
2 0.356 12 3.719 4.097 4.341 4.946 11 3.809
4 0.987 14 4.596 4.956 5.146 5.482 13 4.756
6 1.810 16 5.439 5.693 5.977 6.423 15 5.593
8 2.673 18 6.293 6.617 7.025 7.282 17 6.417
20 7.053 7.707 8.100 8.533 19 7.307
138Nd
0 0.0 10 3.522 4.081 4.401 4.962 9 3.808
2 0.489 12 4.230 4.742 5.447 5.831 11 4.442
4 1.225 14 5.123 5.639 6.113 6.459 13 5.139
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6 2.140 16 6.006 6.495 7.066 7.472 15 6.095
8 3.162 18 7.065 7.453 8.298 8.512 17 7.015
20 8.337 8.514 9.497 9.951 19 8.014
Table 3
Calculated and measured g-factors for ground-state bands of 68,70Ge,
128,130,132,134Ce, and 132,134,136,138Nd isotopes.
I(~) 68Ge 70Ge 128Ce 130Ce 132Ce 134Ce 132Nd 134Nd 136Nd 138Nd
2 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.07
Expt. 0.6+4−4
4 -0.06 -0.07 0.05 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.01
6 -0.18 -0.20 0.02 0.08 -0.10 -0.08 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.03
8 0.15 0.23 -0.17 -0.08 0.12 0.17 0.06 0.27
4 Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of the present work has been to perform a systematic analysis
of the g-factors of the excited band structures observed in selected isotopes of
Ge, Ce and Nd. These selected isotopes are predicted to depict forking of the
ground-state into several s-bands. In most of the nuclei, ground-state band is
crossed by quasiparticle aligned band, which in most of the cases has a two-
neutron character. However, for nuclei studied in the present work, gound-
state band is crossed by several band structures simultaneously. For these
nuclei, the Fermi surfaces of neutrons and protons are similar and, therefore,
both neutron and proton aligned bands are expected to cross the ground-
state band simultaneously. In some of these nuclei, the excited bands depict
this expected structure. However, 68Ge and 134Ce display two s-bands with
the same neutron structure and for 136Nd the bands have the same proton
character. The g-factors calculated using the TPSM wavefunctions reproduce
the neutron character for 68Ge and 134Ce, and proton structure for 136Nd.
It is evident from the TPSM analysis that each triaxial intrinsic state has a
γ- band built on it. The triaxial ground- or vacuum-state is a superposition
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of K=0, 2, 4,... configurations and the angular-momentum projection of the
K=0 state corresponds to the ground-state band. The projection of K=2 and
4 lead to the γ- and γγ-bands. In a similar manner, the two-quasiparticle
aligned state is a superposition of K=1,3,5..... The angular-momentum pro-
jection of K=1 state leads to the normal s-band and the projection with K=3
corresponds to the γ-band built on the two-quasiparticle aligned state. In some
nuclei, this γ-band becomes favoured as compared to other configurations and
crosses the ground-state band. In 68Ge and 134Ce, the lowest two aligned bands
that cross the ground-state band are the two-neutron aligned band and the
γ-band built on this state. For 136Nd the lowest two bands have proton char-
acter. Since these bands have the same intrinsic configuration, g-factors of the
two band structures are also expected to be similar. Therefore, TPSM analysis
provides a natural explanation for the observation of neutron g-factors for the
bandheads of two lowest aligned band structures in 68Ge and 134Ce and proton
for 136Nd.
Further, it has been predicted that observed two s-bands in 70Ge should also
have negative g-factors. For the case of 138Nd, the lowest two s-bands are pre-
dicted to have positive g-factors. It would be quite interesting to perform the
g-factor measurements of these nuclei to verify the predictions of the present
model analysis. It would be also interesting to explore other nuclei having
γ-bands based on excited quasiparticle configurations.
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